Relation between optically induced and tracking-limb-movement curvature in a visual capture phenomenon.
Two experiments were conducted to help determine the nature of visual capture in the perception of curvature. If an individual finger-tracks a straight edge while viewing limb movements through a curve-inducing lens, the edge is reported to feel curved even though the finger is moving in a straight path. It has recently been demonstrated, however, that the finger actually tracks the straight edge through a curved path with the same orientation as the induced visual curve. In order to specify more completely the degree of relation between the visual and tracking (motor) curves the first experiment determined the fate of tracking limb-movement curvature when the eyes were closed. The second experiment determined whether curvature of tracking limb movement decreased as the magnitude of the visual curve was decreased. Results from both experiments supported the contention that curved tracking limb movement may mediate the visual and felt curves. The nature of the mechanism underlying felt curvature in visual capture was discussed.